
Patience 
 
 
Allen, J. I'm Not Reading! Baby Owl reluctantly reads a story to Baby Chick, 
whose numerous brothers, sisters, cousins, and friends join in and test Baby 
Owl's patience.    jP Allen 
 
Becker, B. A Bedtime for Bear.  A small but lively overnight guest tries the 
patience of a curmudgeonly bear who needs absolute quiet to fall asleep.    

jP Becker 
 
Carle, E. The Very Quiet Cricket.   A very quiet cricket who wants to rub his 
wings together and make a sound as do so many other animals finally achieves 
his wish.     jP Carle 
 
Chaconas, D.  Cork & Fuzz: Wait A Minute.  As best friends Cork, a muskrat, and 
Fuzz, a possum, try to catch a mysterious floating yellow object, Fuzz eagerly 
keeps taking action while Cork cautions him to wait a moment first.    

jE Chaconas 
 
Corderoy, T. Now!  Otto doesn't like to wait. He wants to do things NOW! Even 
though Dad is on the phone, Otto wants him to read a book NOW! When Otto 
gets in line for the bouncy castle, he wants his turn NOW! One day, Mom tells 
Otto that the family is going on vacation -- and, of course, Otto wants to go NOW! 
Will Otto ever learn to be patient?    jP Corderoy 

 
Fogliano, J. If You Want To See A Whale.  Advises the reader about what to do, 
and not do, in order to successfully spot a whale, such as wrapping up in a not-
too-cozy blanket, ignoring the roses, and especially, being patient    jP Fogliano 
 
Gary, M.  Sometimes You Get What You Want.  A brother and sister spend a day 
in preschool learning lessons about boundaries, such as that it is sometimes 
okay to make a lot of noise, but at other times one must be quiet.     

J PAR PIC Gary 
 
Henkes, K. Lilly’s Purple Plastic Purse.   Lilly loves everything about school, 
especially her teacher, but when he asks her to wait a while before showing her 
new purse, she does something for which she is very sorry later.         jP Henkes 
 
Henkes, K. Wemberly’s Ice-Cream Star. A mouse named Wemberly, who worries 
about everything, finds that patience, just like a frosty treat, will go a long way. 

j BOARD Henkes 
 
Gauch, P.L.  The Tanya Treasury: Dance, Tanya.   Tanya loves ballet dancing, 
repeating the moves she sees her older sister using, and soon she is big enough 
to go to ballet class herself.      jP Gauch 



 
Kaplan, M.  Betty Bunny Loves Chocolate Cake.  From her first bite, young Betty 
Bunny likes chocolate cake so much that she claims she will marry it one day, 
and she has trouble learning to wait patiently until she can have her next taste.  

jP Kaplan 
 

Portis, A.  Wait.  This is a book about the joys of waiting and taking in what is 
around you.  As a boy and his mother move quickly through the city, they're 
drawn to different things. The boy sees a dog, a butterfly, and a hungry duck 
while his mother rushes them toward the departing train. It's push and pull, but in 
the end, they both find something to stop for.    jP Portis 
 
Rockwell, A. Chip and the Karate Kick.   Chip starts taking karate lessons to be 
like the hero of his favorite television show, but his impatience to earn a belt gets 
in the way of learning the true spirit of karate.           jP Rockwell 
 
Seuss, D. Horton Hatches the Egg.   When a bird hatching an egg wants a 
vacation, she asks Horton, the elephant, to sit on her egg-which he does through 
all sots of hazards until he is rewarded for doing what he said he would.     

 jP Seuss 
 
Venable, C. Mervin The Sloth Is About To Do The Best Thing In The World.  
Mervin the Sloth is about to do the best thing in the world. Can you guess what it 
is? "Flying!" says the bird. "Gazelling!" says the gazelle. "Digging!" says the 
prairie dog. Hurry up, Mervin! But Mervin moves so slowly. Are you patient 
enough to wait? No? Turn the page!    jP Venable 
 
Willems, M. Waiting Is Not Easy!  Piggie has a surprise for Gerald, but he is 
going to have to wait for it. And Wait. And wait some more...    jP  Willems 
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